
Step 2: Identify Your IEQ Challenge

Related Learning Goals:
- Identify at least one specific challenge that you face in trying to improve educational quality
- Enrich your perspective by dialoguing with others about the challenge you face

Your To-Do’s to Complete This Step: [NOTE: other course resources may be added later]

! Read: ! Identifying Your IEQ Challenge 
! ! ! IEQ Criteria and Strategies Menus (sneak peek if desired):
! ! !
! Do: ! ! Exercise 2x: Identify Your IEQ Challenge (see below)
! ! ! (optional) Discussion: Share Challenges

Identifying Your IEQ Challenge 

In this step, you will describe a specific online education-related challenge that is important to 
you relative to IEQ at your institution. Your statement should include any relevant issues, 
opportunities, tensions, etc. that this challenge poses, and if possible, it should also convey a 
sense of what quality improvements you are interested in making.

You may already have something specific in mind, or perhaps some initial, current thoughts 
about a quality-related challenge you face, for example: 

• Increase learner engagement
• Improve student retention in courses
• Enabling adjunct faculty to become better instructors

If you’re having trouble identifying an appropriate challenge, you might want to take a ‘sneak 
peek’ at the Seven Futures IEQ Criteria and Strategies Menus, which you’ll be learning about in 
more detail later in this course. The challenge you identify may be based on or closely related to 
a Seven Futures strategy, for instance: 

• Do something with Prior Learning Assessment
• Start a summer online program
• Incorporate an e-portfolio assessment into your course (Sensible Assessment)

Or, it may be based on or closely related to a Seven Futures quality criterion, for instance:

• Use Open Educational Resources (OERs) to increase access to learning resources
• Use the Quality Matters rubric and process to improve your course design (use of collegial, 

peer-oriented, research-supported quality standards for course design)
• Select an appropriate vendor to partner with for a student support services program 

(coevolve with business thru mutually beneficial products, services)

The strategies featured in Seven Futures, and the quality criteria in the book are also 
interrelated concepts (i.e., not necessarily separate or discrete), so you may already be finding 
connections between them and your challenge; if so, write them down if they seem important to 
you.  Don’t worry about making this statement perfect; you will get a chance to revise this 
challenge statement later in the course. You’re also free to revise your challenge as you please 
while you proceed through this course -- it’s your challenge, so make it as useful (and if 
possible, interesting) as you can!

https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/resources-readings/ieq-criteria-and-strategies-menus
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/resources-readings/ieq-criteria-and-strategies-menus
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/37301895-fe0f-4797-a415-f393c2684903
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/37301895-fe0f-4797-a415-f393c2684903
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/resources-readings/ieq-criteria-and-strategies-menus
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/resources-readings/ieq-criteria-and-strategies-menus


Exercise 2x: Identify Your IEQ Challenge

Directions:

• Describe a specific education-related challenge that is most important to your relative to 
improving educational quality at your institution. What is the challenge? What related issues, 
opportunities, tensions, etc. does this challenge pose? What quality improvements are you 
seeking?
• State your challenge in the table below (if you have chosen to print out this document) and/

or in your IEQ Action Plan Template. (NOTE: you will be reviewing and probably revising this 
challenge statement later in the course, so treat this as a draft statement if desired. If you 
did not download the Template during the previous step, click here to access a web page 
where you can download an IEQ Action Plan Template for your use.)
• (Optional): Access the discussion forum “2x: Share Challenges.” In the forum, post a 

comment that states your challenge and ask others for feedback and comments on your 
challenge (for example, “Is my challenge clearly stated? Who else faces or has faced a 
similar challenge? How is your perspective different?” etc.). Based on the feedback you 
receive, revise your challenge statement here and/or in your IEQ Action Plan Template.

Your Challenge:
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